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PUBLISHER’S NOTE

an

When the police department requested that Kyoto’s
Gion Matsuri be canceled due to a forecast for heavy rain,
the festival organizers’ response to the police was: “In case
of rain, we will go ahead with the festival; in case of heavy
rainfall, we will definitely go ahead with the festival!” The
Gion Matsuri is one of the leading festivals of Japan and
has been held for the past 1,000 years. For one month
in July, 1.8 million or so visitors from all over the world
fly into Kyoto to participate in the festivities. Countless
festivals, fireworks, Bon Odori and other traditional
forms of entertainment are held all over the country in the
summer. The Japanese really like festivals.
There’s a Japanese expression that goes back to
the ancient times: “Hare” and “Ke.” “Hare” refers to the
extraordinary: things like celebratory gifts, special rituals,
religious services and festivals that are not part of daily
life. It is also pronounced like the Japanese word that
means clear skies, and implies good, special things. “Ke,”
on the other hand, refers to the day-to-day. Anko, which is
featured in this issue, used to be a special dessert served on
those hare days, very much in the way an arrangement of
flowers adds color to a special event. On days of hare, we
are allowed to forget about the day-to-day and celebrate in
full. This is the Japanese way.
Right around the time the Gion Matsuri is in full
swing, Seattle is busy with SeaFair. We eat ice cream and
watch the Blue Angels. People in Seattle got their fill of
their hare day. Origami Magazine’s editorial desk also
has its “matsuri” once every two months, and it’s called
deadline. Right before all the stories are due, the editorial
section is in a flurry like a festival. In the case of rain, we
forge ahead; in the case of heavy rain, we forge ahead with
even greater force! We work hard to see this magazine
continue for 1,000 years.
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years of Uwajimaya

F E AT U R E

These days, everybody knows
sushi, sukiyaki and tempura, but
anko is still relatively unknown. Like
sushi and tempura, anko is part of
Japan’s culinary tradition, and a type
of confectionery made from beans. It
appears as black paste, wherein lies
its ﬁrst obstacle to its global appeal
(“Ew, black beans in a dessert? Not
appetizing.”). And, there are so few
Western recipes that call for sugary
sweet beans (“Sweet beans!? Ew!”).
People used to write off anko before
even trying it, but in recent years, its
subtle ﬂavor has been winning more
fans and its popularity has grown.
A nk o is made f r om azuk i —
small red beans grown in tropical
regions of Asia. Since the olden days
in China, azuki beans were revered
as the yang that could contain life’s
misfortunes, or yin. That belief, along
with its methods of cultivation, made
their way into Japan around the
10th century B.C. Since then, azuki
beans have been added into rice
to dye it red or boiled with a little
salt and added to a dish as part of a
ritual to promote health or ward off
bad spirits. To this day, “osekihan”
(red rice) is often served to celebrate
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auspicious occasions, like the birth of
a child or being accepted into school.
At the time, sweetness was derived
in limited quantities only from a plant
called amazura, and therefore was
merely available to the powerful and
the noble. But in the 18th century,
mass production of sugar cane would
make sweetness available to the
public, paving the way for the birth
of anko, which was sugar added to
boiled azuki beans.
To make anko, sugar is added
after the beans are boiled, then
mashed into a paste. Because it’s
such a simple recipe, Japanese
confectioners found creative ways
to differentiate their sweets from
others. They experimented with
t e x t u r e , s w e e t n e s s , a n d a r o ma
of the beans, while also playing
around with new combinations,
like as topping for fruits or shaved
ice, or more recently, served with
pancakes or custard cream. The
experimentation continues.
A colleague of mine who
happened to pass by peered at the
title of this piece and said in jest, “Is
anko that black thing in the center of
taiyaki? Gross.” I pity him.

DAIFUKU

LIVES ON AT
MATSUSHIMAYA-YA
Daifuku is a traditional Japanese confectionery of sweet azuki paste
covered in chewy mochi.
The Daifuku can be traced back to China, where it originated as
a light meal called meat stuffing, which was meat wrapped in a skin of
wheat. It travelled into Japan in the second half of the 6th century. The
Zen priests were forbidden from eating meat, which was why the meal
ended up with an interior of red beans boiled in salt.
In the 18th century, sugar, which was a luxury item then, became
widely available. A woman named Otama who lived in Edo (present day
Tokyo), began selling Daifuku with sweet azuki paste that went on to
become hugely popular and spread thoughout the country. Today, 250
years after its azuki bean iteration, the Daifuku continues to thrive and is
sold all over the country not just in specialty stores, but also supermarkets
and convenience stores for about ¥100 (about 90 cents) a piece.
The Daifuku is a simple combination of mochi and azuki paste,
but its taste can change a great deal with differences in the azuki paste’s
sweetness, texture and the thickness of the mochi. Its longevity can be
partly attributed to its versatility. Specialty shops offer their unique take
on Daifuku, some featuring more azuki paste that’s less sweet with a thin
layer of mochi, others offering sweeter azuki paste but in smaller portions
in a thicker layer of mochi, for example. The latest in Daifuku trends
combines azuki paste with cream and fresh fruits, and shows no signs of
stopping. Incidentally, a South Korean confectionery called Chapsaltok
looks a lot like the Daifuku but tastes quite different from it.

Matsushima-ya may appear just like a small Japanese
confectionery but is an historical establishment that celebrated
its centenary. The Daifuku here, which is on the smaller side
in size, but packed with just a lightly sweetened azuki paste, is
an elegant offering that highlights the true flavor of the beans.
This is a confectionery that the previous Showa Emperor
counted among his favorites. They often sell out before
noon, so we recommend you place your order at least a day in
advance.

MATSUSHIMA-YA
Address: 1-5-25 Takanawa, Minato-ku, Tokyo
Tel: +81-3-3411-0539
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ICHIFUKU-HYAKKA
Address: 1-5-33 Higashimura Minami, Imabari-shi, Ehime
Tel: +81-898-48-0426
Website: www.ichifuku-hyakka.com

Bill Leon-Guerrero was a paramedic
in Guam. He decided to come to Japan and
become a Japanese confectioner. Thirty-nine
years old at the time, Bill had been married
for 15 years to his Japanese wife, Chie. His
father-in-law was a confectioner who ran a
traditional Japanese confectionery with a 60year history. His father-in-law, however, fell ill
and was left with no option but to shutter the
store.
In 2002, overriding his wife objections,
Bill began training in Japan as a confectioner.
“I wanted to give back to my father-inlaw, who always supported us through our
international marriage!” Bill loved his mild
mannered and generous father-in-law.
However, when training began, his kind
father-in-law transformed into a strict master
and teacher. The style of training to become a craftsman in Japan was a bigger culture
shock to Bill than the differences in everyday life.
“When you are taught one thing in Japanese, that’s it. You are not given any more
details. My wife had to translate for me and I still didn’t understand what I was told.
When I would ask, ‘Are we done for today?’ His response was, ‘Done. Tomorrow.’ For
the first two years, I watched the ocean from the pier and cried. I wanted to return to
Guam.”
Bill never cared much for Japanese sweets to begin with and never felt any urge to
eat them either. Even so, Bill took notes in English of everything he learned from the
master and consulted with his wife daily.
After the strict training, Bill proposed a new type of confectionery: a daifuku
with one small piece of tangerine orange at the center, called mikan daifuku. Visually
stunning, with the tartness of the orange perfectly balanced against the sweetness of the
anko, this confectionery went on to become a big hit, winning several awards.
“Anko is at the center of wagashi ( Japanese confectionery). Anko made by
craftsmen possesses a smooth and harmonious blend of azuki beans and sugar. The fresh
sweetness melts in your mouth. I would love for foreigners to try authentic anko,” said
Bill, who at 54 today, has become a veteran confectioner dedicating his life to wagashi.

MIKAN-DAIFUKU
ICHIFUKU HYAKKA
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AKAFUKU
Akafuku is a great choice for anyone looking for a
casual spot to enjoy authentically traditional anko, or red
bean paste. They are sold in Osaka, Kyoto, Nagoya and
other major train stations, airports and department stores.
They are not available in Tokyo, unfortunately, because
Akafuku confections are made in Kansai and are distributed
only to outlets within the region to preserve quality and
freshness.
Akafuku is a confectionery that specializes in small and
very soft mochi topped with subtly sweet and smooth azuki
bean paste. Its flavor is so discreet that those who are not big
fans of azuki can enjoy this dessert.
A tea shop that was given permission to operate within
the prestigious Ise Jingu shrine began selling Akafuku
in 1707. Akafuku gained national prominence after the
Imperial Family had a taste of the confection during a
pilgrimage. It is known for its beautiful form, inspired by the
Isuzugawa River, the three lines of the bean paste signifying
the streams of the river and the white mochi symbolizing
the small pebbles at the bottom of the river.
Akafuku gives special attention to quality ingredients
like rice and sugar, but creating the confections is also a work
of discipline. The president himself awoke at two in the
morning, bathed to purify his body, then made mochi. At
5 a.m., he and his employees prepared the azuki bean paste
and sold the confections. Part of Akafuku’s enduring appeal
has to do with the disciplined style of preparation that befits
the prestigious Ise Shrine, which is its neighbor. To this day,
the tea shop opens at 5 a.m. and stays open all year round.

AKAFUKU
Website: www.akafuku.co.jp
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Sweets in Seattle

Lady M Green Tea Mille Crêpe

GYU-KAKU JAPANESE BBQ
Yes, the sizzling Japanese BBQ at Gyu Kaku is to die for, but save
room for dessert because the restaurant has a surprise for you: It’s the
only restaurant in the greater Seattle area to serve Lady M cakes. Many of
you may know of Lady M Confections because they visited Seattle and
had a popup shop at Bravern in the last few years. They are a New York
confectionery whose mille crêpe is amazingly popular! The mille crêpe
is made with more than 20 sheets of handmade crepes layered with light
cream in-between. This is a heavenly dessert for anyone with sweet tooth!
Address: 14506 NE 20th St., Suite 2, Bellevue, WA 98007
Tel: 425.296.8818
Website: www.gyu-kaku.com/bellevue

Green Tea Roll Cake
TOUS LES JOURS

TOUS les JOURS is a French-Asian bakery in Bellevue that
offers freshly baked goods every day and also has a great selection of
cakes and desserts. The staff ’s recommendation is the green tea roll
cake. It is very moist and goes with green tea, black tea or coffee. In the
bakery section, you find a wide variety of bread and pastries to choose
from including doughnuts, croissants, red bean bread (a favorite in
Korea), Danishes, baguettes, and even a savory kimchi croquette!
Address: 100 108th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA 98004
Tel: 425.453.4300
Website: www.tljus.com

Rain Drop Cake

SUIKA
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Address: 611 E Pine St., Seattle, WA 98122
Tel: 206.747.9595
Website: http://suikaseattle.com

Hojicha Ice Cream

Address: 500 E Pine St.,
Seattle, WA 98122
Tel: 206.979.8800

TAMARI BAR

Izakaya Suika and Tamari Bar in
Capitol Hill offer original Japanese
sweets. Here are two recommendations
from their menues. Suika’s Rain Drop
Cake looks like a huge raindrop as the
name suggests. Enjoy it with Suika’s
own kinako & brown sugar syrup or
yuzu milk syrup. Don’t forget to order it
early because only limited quantities are
available each day. Many Japanese love
this beautiful transparent mochi. Tamari
Bar’s hojicha ice cream is Chef Nobu’s
original. Hojicha is a Japanese green tea
that is made by roasting the tea leaves,
giving it a unique toasty flavor. The
aroma of hojicha spreads thoughout your
mouth as you take your first bite.

If you can’t make it to Japan but are jonesing for some Japanese
sweets, don’t fret. Seattle has more and more options to choose from
these days. We’ve got traditional Japanese confectioneries made with
a delicate aroma and taste of green tea, sweets with anko, cake made
out of numerous layered handmade crêpes, and newly released matcha
chocolate bars. Here are the places ready to satisfy your sweet tooth.

Matcha Bar
Salted Sesame Bar
FRAN’S CHOCOLATES

Seattle’s favorite chocolatier
released three brand-new
products this summer: a matcha
bar, a salted sesame bar and the
Palermo fruit & nut bar. The
matcha bar is made with organic
matcha and white chocolate. At
first bite, you will immediately
notice the intense matcha flavor.
If you love matcha green tea, this
is the bar for you.
The salted sesame bar
contains generous amounts of
toasted sesame. If you like Fran’s
Chocolates’ salted caramels,
this one is a must tr y. These
chocolates bars are instant hits
and selling fast. If you find them
at Fran’s Chocolates’ boutiques,
be sure to grab them before they
sell out.

Georgetown:
5900 Airport Way South, Seattle, WA 98108
Downtown Seat tle:
1325 1st Ave, Seattle, WA 98101
Universit y Village:
2626 NE University Village St, Seattle, WA
98105
Bellevue:
10036 Main St., Bellevue, WA 98004
Tel: 800.422.3726
Website: https://frans.com

JUNKICHI CAFÉ
Junkichi, an Izakaya in Capitol
Hill, has been creating a buzz since
it opened this spring. Now, each
weekday from 11am to 3pm, the
izakaya is transformed into a café.
You can enjoy authentic matcha
green tea from Sugimoto America
and Japanese confectioneries from
Tokara.

Address: 224 Broadway E,
Seattle, WA 98102
Tel: 206.712.7565
Website: https://junkichiusa.com
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Daifuku
$1.79

Dorayaki

This is perfect for those who are curious about
daifuku after reading about it in Origami! Daifuku
comes in several kinds such as simple shiro
(white), sesame, mame (bean), etc. We suggest
you try the shiro daifuku ﬁrst to see if you like it,
then explore the other variations.

$2.19

(3PC)

Dorayaki is a Japanese confectionery that sandwiches
azuki bean paste between two
small pancakes. It is particularly
famous among Japanese kids
because it’s the favorite food
of “Doraemon,” Japan’s beloved
robotic cat manga character. We
think kids will love this one.

ANKO
PRODUCTS
at

Uwajimaya
Ready to try anko confectioneries?
Your local Uwajimaya grocery store

Maeda
Tube de
Tsubuan
$3.49
Anko comes in a squeezable
pouch; very convenient and easy
to use! Add one or two tablespoons of anko on top of toast
with butter or pancakes to give a
Japanese twist to your breakfast.
Don’t have time to make pancakes
in the morning? Try it with yogurt.
Believe us, it’s yummy!
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carries many options to choose from.
Here are our recommendations.

Morinaga Oshiruko
$3.99

(4 PACKETS)

Oshiruko is another way to enjoy azuki beans. It is
somewhat similar to porridge, but made with azuki
beans instead of rice. Like instant ramen, you can ﬁnd
“instant oshiruko.” Just add hot water and enjoy the
traditional Japanese confectionery instantly.

Marukyo
Meisaku

$5.49 (18 PC)

This is Origami’s favorite! It comes with
18 pieces of sweets including momoyama, kuri manju, and bite-size matcha
and soba manju as well as nyuka. It is a
bit pricey compared to others, but it’s
also a perfect way to try out several
confectioneries at once.

World traveler gets
it right at Ten Sushi
Ten Sushi Chef and Owner Shinichiro Takahashi always seems to be upbeat and
energetic, whether he’s ﬁleting a tuna at his lower Queen Anne store or greeting customers at his cozy shop in Little Saigon. But Takahashi’s path to success
included a lot of bumps and bruises along the way.
“I joined the restaurant business when I was 17,” Takahashi recalls of his start with
Genki Sushi in Aizu Wakamatsu, Fukushima. “The boss was always yelling at me.
I’d mistake sake for vinegar and ruin the sushi rice, or he’d yell at me for picking
up a customer’s plate before they were ﬁnished!”
Still he loved the sushi business enough to stick with that company for 18 years,
enventually getting opportunities to make sushi in Hong Kong, Taiwan and Hawaii
before moving to Seattle with the company. After getting the lay of the land in
Seattle, he decided to go independent, opening the ﬁrst Ten Sushi in 2013.
All that travel gave Takahashi some clues for how to run a successful restaurant.
“Japan and the US are different cultures, but on a person-to-person level, we share
emotions, passions … we have so much in common,” the chef says. “And everyone appreciates ﬁrst-rate service and high-quality food.”
The ﬁrst Ten Sushi, in lower Queen Anne, is celebrating its ﬁfth anniversary this
year. Fantastic deals are to be had, including a ridiculous discount of 83% on
a nine-piece nigiri set through September 30. Total cost for the nine pieces?
Five and a half dollars. (And that deal is also offered at Ten Sushi #35 in the
International District.)
The second Ten Sushi, in Little Saigon, opened earlier this year. Takahashi says
it was inspired in part by the Japanese and Japanese Americans who have kept
Japanese culture alive in Seattle. “There isn’t so much Japanese culture in Seattle,
but the people who supported it over the years paved the way for people like me.

My second store is located in a part of Seattle that used to be
Japantown,” he says. “I want to honor the Japanese soul that
is alive in Seattle.”
Whether you choose to frequent the Queen Anne or
International District Ten Sushi, you’ll get the same high standard of service and food quality in a fun atmosphere. Besides
an extensive sushi menu, Ten Sushi oﬀers udon and soba
noodle dishes, a variety of side dishes, a sake sampler
and much more. Check the website and Facebook page to
see what crazy deal Takahashi has decided to offer next. You
won’t be disappointed.

L o w e r Q u e e n A n n e s to r e
5 0 0 Mercer St. # 2B
S e a t t l e , W A 9 8 10 9
20 6.4 5 3.3 8 81
Te n S u s h i
O p e n 11 to 10 d a i l y
tensushiseat tle.com

L i t t l e S a i g o n s to r e
12 0 7 J a c k s o n S t .
S e a t t l e , W A 9 8 14 4
206.568.0404

Advertising Partner Feature
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LET’S GET LOST
SHIBUYA
BON ODORI
FESTIVAL
Shibuya’s Scramble Crossing is a
world-renowned landmark, right up
there with New York’s Times Square.
Every year, one evening in late July,
the intersection is transformed into
a Bon Odori stage. The surrounding
roads are shut down, a stage is set up
in the middle of the intersection, and
a massive crowd donning yukata robes
dance around it; it is quite a spectacle.
This is only the second time this event
has taken place and not many Japanese
know about it.
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TOKYO

T R AV E L

IN ‘DEEP JAPAN’

For the latest news on Shibuya: https://www.shibuyabunka.com
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifT6txo_Y40 (thumbnail)
Shibuya Bon Odori Sponsors Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/sby.dogenzaka/

The Shibuya Bon Odori Festival
is organized by a group of local Shibuya
merchants with the help of local
authorities and companies. A oneday event held on a weekend of July or
August (the date changes every year),
the festival attracts a total of up to
35,000 people.
Mid-August is considered the
Obon season in Japan, and Bon Odori
is just one of many events that take
place throug hout the countr y to
welcome the ancestral spirits of the
Japanese people believe return during
this season to visit their descendants.
Bon Odori is believed to have begun
around 1340 to worship the ancestral
spirits. Back then it was a solemn religious
affair in which Buddhist prayers were
chanted while dancing.
In time, the addition of elaborate
costumes, dance moves and music
turned the ritual into entertainment
for the public. At its peak as a popular
form of entertainment during the Edo
Period, it was said that people danced
daily from July to October.
Today, Bon Odori is performed
around a center stage to Japanese music
called Ondo, and everyone dances the
same moves. The Shibuya Bon Odori
Festival can be found on YouTube under
the official website of the sponsors.
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TOSENKYO
KAGOSHIMA
IBUSUKI
Website: http://www.ibusuki.or.jp/
eat/somen/ibusukicity/

Tosenkyo is a ravine in Ibusuki
City, about an hour ’s drive from
Kagoshima City. It is known for the
pure spring water that rushes through
the canyon at the rate of ab out
100,000 tons a day. City-run outdoor
restaurants use this pure water to serve
a rare dish called “somen nagashi.”
Somen is a noodle dish specific to
Japan made from wheat kneaded with
oil and then dried. A summer dish,
the noodles are usually boiled, served
in a bowl as is, and dipped in sauce.
But at Tosenkyo, natural spring water
swirls endlessly though a circular water
pathway of somen nagashi machines
where the noodles are released. There are
91 such noodle purifying machines here.
During the summer peak season,
the restaurant draws up to 3,000
customers a day who form lines to
experience this unique way of serving
noodles. This is the only place in the
country where you will see big crowds
gathering outdoors around a noodle
machine.
Incidentally, the water in these
machines flows to the left for the mostly
right-handed Japanese population. But
some machines are set to flow to the
right for the left-handed customers, so
do not fret if you are a leftie.
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KAGOSHIMA

TOKYO

EBARA NAKANOBU
TAGANO
Website: http://www.geocities.jp/taganoya

The salt used in this bowl of noodles is naturally derived from
the beautiful water surrounding the islands of Okinawa. High in
mineral content with a rich ﬂavor, the salt is made from the old
technique involving natural exposure to the sun.

Served with “funori,” a type of seaweed from Yoshiko’s hometown in Niigata Prefecture, which adds unique texture to this
simple, home-style bowl of ramen.

Ta g ano is lo cate d in Ebara Nakanobu, a small train station about
a 30-minute train ride from Shibuya.
Tagano, which is in a largely residential
area, looks like any other ordinary
ramen shop, but this establishment has
been getting Michelin stars every year
since 2015.
Okaasan no Ramen, or “Mom’s
Ramen,” is Tagano’s specialty and
customer favorite. Yoshiko Tagano, the
owner who has come to be known as
the Ramen Queen, was a homemaker
with no restaurant experience before
she began her ramen career. Being an
avid cook, however, Tagano used what
little resources she had and opened a
ramen shop with her husband in 1996
near their home when they became
empty nesters.

Their goal: To serve ramen that’s
safe to eat every day. The noodles
are home made, ingredients are all
domestic, and no artificial spices are
used. The soup was made with little
but high-quality salt so it’s safe to gulp
down in its entirety. Yoshiko’s ramen
was meant to be served to one’s child,
and therein lies the secret to its kind
flavor. Word of this ramen shop spread.
Since its opening more than 20 years
ago, Tagano has barely gone a day
without long lines forming outside.
Yoshiko was never interested in
opening other Tagano branches or
starting a franchise. She chose to serve
her customers face to face, and one by
one. To this day, Yoshiko begins her
prep work with her husband early in
the morning.
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SHIBUYA
FUJIYA
“Tachinomiya,” literally standand-drink establishments, have been
a culinary fixture all over Japan for
two centuries. As the name implies,
there are no chairs; customers drink
alcohol while standing. They stay
for less than an hour. Any longer is
considered uncouth. Commuters grab
a quick drink with a side dish or two
on their way home from work. These
places would be considered, in modern
lexicon, the Third Place -- not your
home, not your workplace, but a third
place where you can relax and find
community.
Located right in the middle of the
modern metropolis of Shibuya, Fujiya
is a well-established place that has been
in operation for more than 50 years. It
fills up with people almost immediately
after it opens at 5 pm. Within the
walls of this historic place, people of all
occupations and all walks of life gather.
The most popular dish is sliced
ham on cabbage, but they also offer a
variety of other dishes like slices of tuna
sashimi and potato salad. They are all
simple dishes, but they’re homemade
and the chef doesn’t cut corners, which
may explain some of their appeal.
As for alcohol, the customer
favorite is called Hoppy, a malt-based
carbonated drink that contains less
than 1% alcohol but tastes just like beer.
There’s another drink called Hoppy
with the same ingredients, plus shochu.
Fujiya only takes cash. Customers pay
when the orders arrive. Leaving cash on
the counter ahead of time is considered
proper etiquette.
Sadly, Fujiya will shutter in
O c t o b e r. Ne w d e v e l o p m e n t i n
Shibuya is driving out the tenants,
and the building that housed Fujiya
is scheduled for demolition. If you
have the chance to be in Japan before
October, we recommend a jaunt to the
Third Place of the good ol’ days, Fujiya.
14

TOKYO

KAGOSHIMA
CHIRAN
BUKE YASHIKI
Website: http://chiran-bukeyashiki.com

About 40 kilometers away from
the heart of Kagoshima Prefecture
a t t h e s o u t h e r nm o s t t i p o f t h e
Japanese island of Kyushu is an old
neighborhood where samurais once
lived. The living quarters and the little
town have been largely left untouched
since they were inhabited by the
samurai class 300 years ago.
In the center of the 800-meter
thoroughfare is a row of samurai
housing called the Buke Yashiki. The
area is surrounded by beautiful hedges.
There are no telephone poles here, no
contemporary buildings in sight that
disrupt your time travel back to the
Edo Period.
Samurai traditionally lived in
housing that surrounded the master’s
castle. At that time, however, the
Shimazu family that ruled much
of Kagoshima—known as Satsuma
Domain back then—built samurai

residences in 102 spots that served as
the military hub. This is in contrast
to a military force centralized in both
power and location.
A closer lo ok at the Chiran
Samurai Residence shows that the main
thoroughfare is narrow and inaccessible
f o r a l a r g e a rmy. Th e ro a d s a re
sharply crooked on purpose for poor
visibility. A stone wall, which doubles
as a defensive barrier, is concealed
beneath the hedges that surround the
residences.
The construction of the samurai
housing is also atypical. The gate is
made of stone for durability, and the
entrance is equipped with space to
wash blood off of spears and swords.
Battle horses were stationed at the
backside of the living quarters. The
ceiling was lowered so that a sword
cannot be swung high. The wooden
pillars were designed to allow for easy
access to wooden swords and other
weapons. The basement has an escape
tunnel.
As the samurai system gave way
to modern times, samurai residences
like this began to disappear. But here
at Chiran, it feels as if the samurai still
live among us.
15

GADGET

A world of baked
goods and desserts
at TOUS les JOURS
Tucked into a corner by H Mart in Bellevue’s Main
Street Market Plaza, Asian-French fusion bakery TOUS
les JOURS offers an amazing and mouthwatering array
of pastries, cakes, breads, desserts and savory
items. The bakery uses ingredients of the highest
quality from South Korea, where parent company
CJ Group is located. Its relationship with the South
Korean conglomerate allows the bakery to offer more
variety than just about any bakery of its size. TOUS les
JOURS bakes fresh on site using only natural ingredients, including sea salt and the ﬁnest ﬂour. Some
of the highlights on a recent visit included Green Tea
Butter Cream Bread, Sweet Pumpkin Donuts, Red
Bean Bread (a favorite in Korea) and, on the savory
side, a Kimchi Crouqette. Management tells us a
Seattle store is coming soon!
TOUS les JOURS
(425) 45 3 - 4 30 0
10 0 10 8 t h A v e N e
Bellevue, WA 9 8 0 0 4

Pliers on
Fire in Japan
W e b s i te: h t t p s : / / w w w.v a m p i r e t o o l s . c o m

T H E VA M P L I E R S ® H AV E B E E N P U L L I N G O U T

stripped or rusted screws at a record rate in Japan. The
handy pliers have sold 2,500,00 units, a smash hit by
Japanese standards. With these pliers, you can remove stripped or rusted screws with ease. The nose
is perfectly angled with unique teeth that can
reach confined spaces and firmly grab the screw
heads from the side. As a result, the tool has
incredible power, making it easy to remove
rusted or corroded screws. This patented
technology is developed by Mr. Takasaki,
an elite engineer who is a graduate of
Tokyo University and the Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute. He took over a
small tool company with 30 employees from his father and successfully
developed this megaseller.

w w w. t l j u s . c o m

Enter for a chance to win the Vampliers®! Origami
is joining Vampire Tools to give away a set of the
Vampliers® and a tool pouch to 10 lucky winners!
All entries must be received by October 31, 2018.
To enter, go to pikejapan.com/vampire or scan the
QR code on the right. U.S. residents only.
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Advertising Partner Feature

TRY THEM
FOR YOURSELF!

Enter to win
your own pair
of Vampliers
below!

CAFÉ

Blue Bottle
Coffee comes
to Kyoto
BLUE BOT TLE COFFEE
A d d r e s s : 6 4 K u s a g a w a c h o , N a n ze n j i , S a k y o - k u , Ky o to 6 0 6 - 8 4 3 7
W e b s i te: b l u e b o t t l e c o f f e e . j p / c a f e s / k y o t o
O p e n: 8 a m – 6 p m

BLUE BOTTLE COFFEE STARTED IN THE EARLY 2000S IN
OAKLAND. In its early days, the coﬀee beans were roasted with a tiny

six-pound batch roaster. Those freshly roasted coﬀee beans were then
hand-delivered to customers. Almost 15 years later, Blue Bottle Coffee, now considered one of the major third-wave coﬀee roasters, has
been so successful it opened a number of cafés in California and on
the East Coast, and crossed the Pacific Ocean to expand to Japan. In
March 2018, Blue Bottle Coﬀee opened a new café in Kyoto, its first
store in western Japan after opening seven stores in Tokyo.
The Kyoto café is located only a few steps from Nanzen-ji Temple in
Kyoto’s Higashiyama area. Nanzen-ji Temple is one of the most wellknown Zen temples in Japan. (By the way, its massive gate, called
Sanmon, is a must-see!) The café building was previously used as a
Japanese-style inn. It is a traditional townhouse from outside but
once you step in, you will see the great illustration of “East meets
West.” The centuries-old Japanese architecture is well balanced with
a modern-style interior, accented with Blue Bottle Coﬀee’s signature
blue and white coloring. When renovating the inn, the company preserved the building’s original beauty while adding new value to it. The
result is a café with a spacious outdoor courtyard that oﬀers an open
and welcoming atmosphere as well as tranquility. One of the baristas

at the Kyoto café said, “Blue Bottle Coﬀee always pays respect to the
community, its history and tradition when opening a café in a new
neighborhood. Each café is uniquely designed and so is this Kyoto
café.”
Through countless taste tests, Blue Bottle Coffee determined the
precise number of days for each coﬀee flavor to achieve its peak deliciousness. The company wants you to enjoy your coﬀee without any
distractions so they do not oﬀer Wi-Fi in their cafés. The Kyoto location oﬀers a coﬀee menu similar to the US stores. Few exceptions are
that decaf coﬀee, milk alternatives such as soymilk, almond milk, etc.
and tea are not available. Drip coﬀee is hand dripped once the order
is received; enjoy watching the barista brew your coﬀee drip by drip!
We recommend the Green Tea Mint Cookie, exclusive to the Kyoto
and newly opened Kobe stores, to accompany your coﬀee.
The store seems less crowded in the early morning. It is refreshing
to have a cup of java in an outdoor courtyard in such a quiet setting.
Drop in before heading out to the Higashiyama area for sightseeing
or sit back and enjoy the coﬀee for a break after strolling through the
magnificent Nanzen-ji Temple grounds.
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KANJI FOR DOGGIES
Babies, doggies, kitties, even potbelly piggies… kids and pets are fair game for our column on kanji names.
Interested? Contact us at info@pikejapan.com and get your little loved one on our waiting list.

THIS ISSUE’S WINNER:
Hazel in S e a t tle

Hazel is a silly, playful dog. She thinks she is
human and loves to be around her family as much
as possible. She loves playing fetch or tug-of-war,
sunbathing and tiptoeing in the lake to cool off.
She is shameless and is adored by her family.
Here is her
n a m e in k a nji:

T h e m e a nin g b e hin d t h e
b r u s h s t r o ke s :

榛

(hashibami)

The color hazel is called hashibami in
Japanese. Many Japanese adore hazel eyes.

平

(hey)

This kanji means “fair.” It implies kindness
and hopes for peace.

世

(ze)

This kanji means “world” or “promotion.” It is
for someone who defines a generation.

瑠

(lu)

This kanji means “gem” or
“exceptionally beautiful stone.”

Put these characters together and it
means: One who is fair and kind to all,
and acts for a peaceful world. She is
beautiful and shines like a gem.

To submit your baby or pet for consideration for a future issue of Origami,
tag us with #origamikanji on social media or email info@pikejapan.com.
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DRIVE

Subaru’s

Aerodynamic
Alcyone
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ship. It is unswayed by marketing and only
makes cars that it believes are good. Subaru has
been using flat engines, which are rarely used among
car manufacturers worldwide, in all its cars since its
inception more than 50 years ago, a clear indication of the
company’s steadfastness.
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In other words, Alcyone ended up with the unusual combination of being tall with a thin body. The reason Subaru went to such great lengths for the sake of aerodynamics may have had something to do with its past as a manufacturer of the World War II Zero fighter planes. The car shown in the photo has a price tag of $7,000.

S

LO

Subaru was so intent on flattening the door knob that it even added an open/close type flap
over the hand section. Furthermore, this model doesn’t have a thick side sill that’s a common
feature beneath the door. The bottom half of the car was made flat for a number of reasons: One, to
allow for smoother airflow; and two, out of consideration for the car’s rough-road-running ability using
Subaru’s trademark 4WD System.
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That steadfastness had given birth to this Alcyone. Thirty years ago,
when Subaru seriously pursued aerodynamic characteristics in its cars,
what resulted was this rather unusual looking car. It has a front nose with
light air resistance and is thereby equipped with retractable lights. The front
and rear windows are inclined at the same angle and the body is shaped like a
polygon with edges that stick up like computer graphics intended to enhance the
aerodynamics.
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Crowdfunding for Craftsmen
ibly detailed and painstaking. By telling their story in a full and
entertaining way, this crowdfunded book and film will help people
understand just how precious and important this craft is.
Heiando is teaming up with a publisher well-versed in Japanese
traditions. Chin Music Press of Seattle has produced books such as
Shiro: Wit, Wisdom and Recipes from a Sushi Pioneer and Are You an
Echo? The Lost Poetry of Kaneko Misuzu that explain aspects of Japanese culture thoughtfully and entertainingly. It also plans to work
with an award-winning filmmaker in Japan. Heiando believes the
story of the urushi craftspeople is bound to captivate people around
the world and raise interest in the craft.

HEIANDO, FOUNDED IN 1919, has been providing the Imperial
Household of Japan all of its lacquerware for nearly a century. It employs craftspeople skilled in using the sap of the urushi tree to create
lacquerware products with deep black and red colors. Those products
often have a sparkling maki-e gilding of gold.
The dishes, plates, boxes, vases and other
IN SOME CASES,
products are as traditionally Japanese as sushi, the kimono or sake.

FAMILIES

H AV E B E E N D O I N G T H I S W O R K

In fact, urushi lacquerware predates all
those things. It goes back more than 9,000
years to the Jomon Era. Stone-age people
recognized the useful properties of the urushi tree and used its sap to coat earthenware
pottery and baskets and to mount points
on spears and arrows. Later, it was used to
make Buddhist images. And as Japanese
culture evolved, so did the use of urushi.

FOR GENERATIONS. BUT IT’S
BECOME IMPERATIVE THAT
THE CRAFTSPEOPLE TAP INTO
INTEREST

Today, the lacquer technique is applied to bowls, plates, trays, cups,
boxes, combs and even watch faces and cellphone cases.
However, the truth is that the tradition needs help. Heiando is
hoping that the 21st-century idea of “crowdfunding” will help this
time-honored tradition survive. The craftspeople need to find new
markets and elevate the appreciation and understanding of their
craft. If they don’t, a tradition that has evolved for thousands of
years may soon go extinct.
Heiando believes that a visually lush and informative English-language book and ebook coupled with a short documentary film will
go far to educate people around the world and attract the attention
of new collectors. The work of the craftspeople is minute, incred20

Proceeds from the book and film will go
toward supporting the craftspeople engaged
OVERSEAS.
in lacquerware work. In some cases, families
have been doing this work for generations.
But as Japan ages and its population decreases, it’s become imperative that the craftspeople tap into interest overseas. While Heiando
works hard to find partners overseas, the lack of knowledge of the
craft can often be a roadblock. That’s why this project is so vital.
Please consider supporting the urushi craftspeople and helping
Heiando raise awareness of this time-honored tradition. To support
this project, go to http://www.heiandoamerica.com.

Traditional Japanese Art
–––––––

Handcrafted Urushi Lacquerware

E XC L U S I V E U . S . D I S T R I B U T O R O F WO R L D - R E N OW N E D YA M A DA H E I A N D O L AC Q U E RWA R E

–––––––
www.heiandoamerica.com
usa@heiando.com
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Free lecture offered at UW
Seattle Art Museum: Deer Scroll

05/22/2007 10:22 PM

The University of Washington’s Department of Asian Languages
and Literature and Washin Kai, a UW volunteer group, are hosting
a public event this October. Professor Paul S. Atkins, one of the
renowned authorities on Japanese classical poetry, will talk about
Fujiwara no Teika, a medieval Japanese poet and courtier. Through
his thousands of waka poems, diary, and other writings and records,
Teika’s life and personality are more known to us than just about any
other individual who lived in medieval Japan. In this lecture, Professor Atkins will discuss who Teika was and why he was famous, as
well as how he impacted our view of classical Japanese culture. The
lecture will be given in English, and it is free and open to the public.
Professor Atkins specializes in classical Japanese language, literature and culture. He chairs the Department of Asian Languages
and Literature at the university. He is the author of Teika: The Life
and Works of a Medieval Japanese Poet (University of Hawai’i Press,
2017) and many other publications.
http://www.seattleartmuseum.org/exhibit/interactives/deerscroll/sam_deer.htm

A calligraphed version of a
poem by Fujiwara no Teika by
Hon’ami Kōetsu and Tawaraya
S ōtatsu, 1610 s.

The lecture, titled “Friend from a World Unseen: Fujiwara no Teika
and Medieval Japanese Poetry,” will be held at 7:00 pm on Thursday, October 25, 2018 in Room 210 of UW’s Kane Hall.

Students learn “Japanese Math” at Bellevue Children’s Academy
In every primary classroom at Bellevue Children’s Academy (BCA), young
students learn and engage in activities from the BCA Math textbook, which
was created by the school for the 21st-century student.
You may be aware of “Singapore Math” being used in some local public
schools. BCA was the ﬁrst school to implement the Singapore Math curriculum almost a decade ago. It is not commonly known that Japan is the origin
of Singapore Math. Other Asian countries have also adopted the concept of
Japanese Math. Singapore now has its own English version.
The owner of BCA is from Japan. While volunteering at public schools in the
U.S., she observed how math was taught and did not agree with the approach.
Instead, she developed her own teaching method for her children. This
approach then spread to friends, parents and to the community at large. The
way the community embraced her teaching method is one of the most signiﬁ cant factors in her decision to create BCA almost two decades ago.
Our school is now transitioning from Singapore Math to our original BCA
Math curriculum. This curriculum is a unique blend of Japanese Math with
global content, inquiry, a math lab and computer science fundamental thinking skills. This approach provides a strong foundation in mathematics
through inquiry-based curriculum and develops critical thinking to support maximum IQ development in young learners.

B e l l e v u e C h i l d r e n ’s A c a d e m y
14 6 4 0 N E 2 4 t h S t .
Bellevue, WA 9 8 0 07
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New children’s book
brings yokai to life

J LIT

WHEN FOLKLORIST, AUTHOR AND TRANSLATOR Zack Davisson came across the work of

Swiss artist Eleonora d’Onofrio on the Internet, he
was instantly smitten. D’Onofrio had rendered a series of Japanese yokai, or monsters and spirits, in her
original style. The paintings spoke to Davisson, so he
reached out to her and asked if she would be willing
to pair them with his original stories for children. She
agreed, so Davisson, who has written books on Japanese ghosts and supernatural cats and translated myriad
manga, set off to do something he had never done before:
write fiction.

The result is a fun, sometimes frightening, always visually stunning
book from Chin Music Press of Seattle called Yokai Stories. The publisher says it is the first-ever English-language storybook for children on
yokai. Davisson has written 16 stories to pair with d’Onofrio’s art. Some
of the stories are cute and whimsical, others will make your spine tingle
and still others feel like little wisps or fragments. Davisson explains that
Japanese “ghost stories” don’t always follow a narrative arc. Sometimes they
just describe something creepy or odd, like the little ghost girl who lives
in a hotel and wants to play ball, or Baku, the eater of dreams. The book is
suitable for young readers, but it will also appeal to adult fans of anime and
Japanese folklore.
Chin Music Press notes that yokai have captured the fascination of the world’s
youth through games and entertainment like Pokemon Go and Yokai Watch.
Yokai Stories offers tales set in modern day that are true to the folklore behind
yokai. Plus d’Onofrio’s renderings add an exciting visual twist to the yokai world,
which is often depicted through grotesque images in woodblock prints or ultra-cutesy modern drawings. D’Onofrio’s contribution adds a new ripple to how we
see yokai.
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The book will be available this October (just in time for Halloween!) at fine bookstores and from Chin Music Press’ store in Pike Place Market. For more, go to
www.chinmusicpress.com.
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“MY DAD ASKED IN BROKEN ENGLISH IF THE STORE WAS FOR SALE, AND I REMEMBER
T H E G U Y P R A C T I C A L LY T H R E W T H E K E Y S AT H I M A N D S A I D , ‘ I T ’ S A L L Y O U R S ! ’ ”

Uwajimaya celebrates
years of business
FORMER UWAJIMAYA CEO TOMIO MORIGUCHI REMEMBERS THE DAY his dad found a spot for the family grocery store

90

Boeing. He was now in charge of the family business.

Business began to boom in the 60s. “At that time, the war brides
in the 1940s. Fujimatsu was incarcerated at Tule Lake during
came,” Tomio recalls. “They became very good customers. Our
World War II and he had to rebuild the Uwajimaya business from
business just kept growing!”
scratch. While walking up Main Street in the International District
with 10-year-old Tomio, he came across a dilapThose war brides and their growing families have
idated store run by a Filipino. “My dad asked in
“I SAID, YOU’RE
stayed with the company throughout the decades.
broken English if the store was for sale, and I re“Even today, people will stop me in the store and
member the guy practically threw the keys at him
C R A Z Y . W H O T H E H E L L say, Uwajimaya-san—they don’t know my real
and said, ‘It’s all yours!’”
name is Morig uchi—I want you to meet my
I
S
G
O
I
N
G
T
O
B
U
Y
A
grandchildren or my great grandchildren. Your
The Filipino proprietor was only too happy to
mother and father were so good to us.”
sell the store to Fujimatsu because he was conRICE COOKER?"
vinced that a postwar Depression was lurking. He
Unpredictable good fortune continued for the
couldn’t have been more wrong. Fujimatsu used
company in the 1960s and 70s. Uwajimaya was instrumental in
his wholesale contacts before the war to quickly re-establish Uwajistoking the popularity of instant noodles in the US by doing inmaya.
store demonstrations of Nissin ramen. At one point, Tomio’s sister
suggested they start selling rice cookers. “I said, you’re crazy. Who
Today, Uwajimaya is an immensely popular Asian grocery chain
the hell is going to buy a rice cooker?” Tomio said. They became so
with stores throughout the Puget Sound area and in Beaverton,
popular, the store had trouble keeping them in stock. “We ordered
OR. Tomio’s daughter, Denise Moriguchi, presides over the family
vanloads and vanloads of those things!”
empire today and has launched the more compact and upscale Kai
Market in South Lake Union.
Throughout Uwajimaya’s 90 years, the Moriguchi family has kept
its focus on high quality and a friendly atmosphere. Whether they
Fujimatsu felt that the 1962 World Fair would offer a chance to
were selling to loggers in the 1930s or IT engineers in the 2010s,
make an impression, but when he fell ill just before the fair, Tomio
the Moriguchi family has helped add a healthy dose of Japanese to
had to leave his job at Boeing to help out. When Fujimatsu passed
Seattle’s
diet.
away, Tomio, just 26 at the time, realized he was not going back to
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Transpacific Ties
Cross-cultural ties bring Japan and the West Coast closer together.
This autumn, Japan’s oldest urban festival will be coming to Portland, and an
airport in a major Japanese city will open a wing dedicated to all things Seattle.

EVENTS

SEATTLE COMES TO NAGOYA
FLIGHT OF DREAMS
O p e n i n g D a te: O c to b e r 12 , 2 0 18
W e b s i te: h t t p : / / f l i g h t o f d r e a m s . j p

Flight of Dreams, a complex facility, is scheduled to open on Octo-

ber 12 at Chubu Centrair International Airport in Nagoya. The facility includes a display of the very first Boeing 787, projection mapping
of a Boeing 787, and interactive, fun-filled exhibits for children as
well as a shopping and restaurant area. The commercial area features
the city of Seattle, where Boeing was founded.

KYOTO COMES TO PORTLAND
G I O N M AT S U R I F E S T I VA L D E TA I L S
D a te s : S e p te m b e r 15 – N o v e m b e r 4 , 2 0 18
( m u s i c i a n s h e r e S e p t 15 – 16 o n l y )
H o u r s o f O p e r a t i o n: s e e w e b s i te fo r S e a s o n a l h o u r s
P r i c e: i n c l u d e d w i t h G a r d e n A d m i s s i o n; A d u l t t i c ke t s a r e $ 16 . 9 5
W e b s i te: h t t p s : / / j a p a n e s e g a r d e n . o r g

The Portland Japanese Garden is bringing Gion Matsuri , the
world’s oldest urban festival, to Portland, for a six-week exhibition
that opens September 15. During the opening weekend, a troupe
of 20 festival musicians from Kyoto will perform the unique Gion
Bayashi music to accompany the Naginata boko lead float in a procession. The Gion Matsuri exhibit includes a display of the Ayagasa-Hoko float and costumes and the photography of Akira Nakata,
one of Kyoto’s top photographers.

Visitors can enjoy a number of Seattle-based shops and restaurants,
including Fran’s Chocolates, The Pike Brewing Restaurant & Craft
Beer Bar (first venture in Japan for both of them) and Shiro Kashiba
Sushi Express, yet another restaurant opened by Seattle’s beloved sushi master Shiro Kashiba marking a triumphant return to Japan after
he left there in the 1960s to bring sushi to the Northwest.
25
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Japanese Gardens

Where to find Origami

W h a t m a ke s a Ja p a n e s e g a r d e n Ja p a n e s e?

Around town

Cafés

Daiso

Diva Espresso

T h e r o l e o f g a r d e n s t h e n a n d n o w.

Pacific Place

Café On The Ave

We work

Beth’s Café

Chevrolet of Bellevue

Herkimer Coffee

SIFF Uptown Theatre

Zoka Coffee

Lexus of Bellevue

Cafe Appasionato

Japanese Consulate General

Chatterbox Café

Bellevue Children Academy

Cherr y St Coffee House

Po r t l a n d ’s m a g ni f i c e n t Ja p a n e s e g a r d e n .
L i s t e nin g t o Po r t l a n d Ja p a n e s e G a r d e n c ur a t o r
U c hi ya m a - s a n .
D i d Kyo t o’s G i o n F e s t i va l c o m e t o Po r t l a n d?

Stor yville Coffee
Condos

Caffe Umbria

Via 6

Origami Goes to Japan
Origami is going to reach its 1st anniversary in a few months! Thank you very
much for all of your support and readership! At Origami, we gather information and interview people and businesses in Japan ourselves to deliver the
ﬁrsthand information straight from Japan. We went back to those who we
interviewed and delivered the Origami to them!

The Cor ydon Condos

Book Stores

The Centur y Condos

Third Place Books

Pine + Minor Condos

Secret Garden Book Store

The Lyric Condos

Magnolia Books

220 0 Condos

Kinokuniya Bookstore

Japanese Restaurants

Grocery Stores

Sushi Kashiba

Uwajimaya

I Love Sushi

PCC

Tamura

H Mart

U:Don

VOL.1 Starbucks Kyoto Ninei saka

Japonessa

Hotels

Hokkaido Ramen Santouka

W Hotel

Teinei

The Hyatt

Suika

Fairmont Olympic Hotel

Bento ya Goemon

Renaissance Hotel

Tamari Bar

Hyatt Regency Bellevue
The Westin Bellevue

VOL.2 The Tea Company

Bellevue Club Hotel
The Heathman Hotel
Ace Hotel

ORIGAMI IS PUBLISHED 6 TIMES A YEAR.
If you are interested in annual subscription
by mail, please contact us:
info@pikejapan.com
VOL.3 Ninja Trick House
₃

2017 DEC

2018 MAR

2018 JULY

2018 MAY

FREE

for people curious about japan

So a Ninja Walks Into an Izakaya...

A Maze of Ramen Choices

for people curious about japan

Our pokédon obsession / A trip deep into Japan

Origami Craft Kit included

Origami Craft Kit included

Origami Craft Kit included

INSIDE:

₅

₄

FREE

for people curious about japan

A Guide to Izakaya Hopping in Seattle

INSIDE:

SIFF brings Japanese cinema to Seattle

INSIDE:

“Poké Paradise” A Puget Sound-area guide

FREE

Have a comment or suggestion to make?
Hit us up at info@pikejapan.com
or visit pikejapan.com/feedback.
VOL.5 Shokunin: Hirotsugu Ogawa
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VOL.5 Tenraku Mother

Soft Serve Ice Cream
We take our name Origami from the favorite pastime of many
Japanese, young and old. The attention, precision, and ﬁne materials involved epitomize kodawari. Each month the magazine will
have a papercraft on the back page for you to enjoy. Send us photos of your ﬁnished product by tagging them #origamimagazine
on social media or by emailing origami@pikejapan.com.
CRAFT KIT

INSTRUCTIONS AND CUTTING/FOLDING GUIDES
ARE ON THE REVERSE OF THE PAGE
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MODERN JAPANESE
CUISINE WITH A
LATIN FLAIR

1400 1ST AVE SEATTLE
500 BELLEVUE WAY NE
SUITE 130 BELLEVUE

HAPPY HOURS DAILY

AUTHENTIC JAPANESE BBQ (“YAKINIKU”)
14506 NE 20th Street, Suite 2, Bellevue, WA 98007 • Phone: (425) 296-8818
Open 11:30 to 10:30 every day • www.gyu-kaku.com/bellevue

